Google Charged With Breaking Europe’s Antitrust Rules

By MARK SCOTT 5:49 AM ET
The European competition chief said Google had unfairly promoted its services with cellphone manufacturers, limiting how rivals could operate in the smartphone software market.

Mitsubishi Admits to Cheating on Fuel-Economy Tests

By JONATHAN SOBLE 7:23 AM ET
The cheating affected about 620,000 vehicles sold in the Japanese market, said Tetsuro Aikawa, the company’s president.

Start-Up Plans 3-D Visualizations of Pot Strains, Using Genetic Data

By JOHN MARKOF 3:00 AM ET
Phylos Bioscience is unveiling a marijuana guide called Galaxy, offering people a way to see how Sweet Island Skunk might be related to Humboldt OG.

Intel to Slash 12,000 Jobs as PC Demand Plummets

By QUENTIN HARDY
The company, the largest semiconductor maker, will lay off 11 percent of its work force as it shifts to supplying chips for phones and other devices.

Yahoo’s Troubles Mount, and Revenue Shrinks, as It Vets Suitors

By VINDU GOEL
The company’s first-quarter results put more pressure on it to find a buyer quickly for its Internet operations.

Airbnb Wants Travelers to ‘Live Like a Local’ With Its App

By KATIE BENNER
With a new feature called Guidebooks, Airbnb aims to keep users from leaving its app by offering neighborhood reviews and recommendations.

Want to Be Forgotten Online Without Google? Forget It.

By QUENTIN HARDY
As the Internet gets to be a bigger part of everyone’s lives, it may increasingly be that only the biggest Internet companies can do Internet-scale tasks.
Oculus Rift Review: A Clunky Portal to a Promising Virtual Reality

By BRIAN X. CHEN

The headset from Facebook’s company is pricey. Setup is clunky, use is taxing and content could use more inspiration. But the technology transports.

IBM Results Show Progress in Cloud and Data Analysis